How do fashion
brands deliver?
25 brands rated on the quality of their
pre-checkout delivery information
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Introduction
Did you know that more than 70% of e-commerce customers decide
on their shipping preferences before they checkout? (AlixPartners). If
customers are seeking out delivery options early on, then e-commerce
websites need to get better at displaying delivery information before
customers reach the checkout. We studied 25 e-commerce websites
to see if the way they communicate their delivery information is up to
scratch.
To assess the user experience, we asked these five questions and judged
how easy it was to find the answers on each website.

1

When will my item arrive?

2

Is free delivery available?

3

I need the item as soon as possible. When can it arrive?

4

How much does delivery cost?

5

What is the returns policy?

We then rated each question out of a maximum of five, depending on
how quickly we could find the answer and how clear the information was.
To conclude this study we gave each website a total score out of 100,
which summarises the quality of their pre-checkout delivery information.
In the world of e-commerce, online platforms such as ASOS and Net-APorter lead the way when it comes to delivery options, but what about in
terms of how they convey their delivery information? Of the 25 websites
that we studied, five are online platforms. The opportunity to analyse how
brands compare to online platforms gave our results an interesting slant.
4

The 20 brands that we studied are made up of five brands that originate
from each of the following countries: France, Germany, the United
Kingdom and the United States of America. Although all the brands
studied ship internationally. This meant we could analyse which of these
markets is the most mature when it comes to delivery information.
Through conducting this study, we were able to identify the best practices
of displaying delivery information and areas that brands and online
platforms can improve. This means there are lots of examples to inspire
brands who want to make finding delivery information easier for their
customers.

5

Brands and online
platforms analysed

6

American
Brands

7

Abercrombie
& Fitch

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Once we started shopping all the delivery information we

The costs for each delivery option were available through

required including estimated arrival times were available

the delivery pop-up window, which we accessed from the

through a pop-up window that we accessed directly from the

product information page.

product page.

Is free delivery available?
Abercrombie & Fitch clearly communicate that free delivery
is available by including it in their top bar, which appears on
all pages. We also found more free shipping information on
the product pages.

What is the returns policy?
Once we were on the product page Abercombie & Fitch’s
‘Simple Returns In Store & Online’ message linked through to
their more detailed returns information page. Best practice
would have been to include this information on the product
page itself, but we still found the information quickly through
the link.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
On the European website the fastest delivery option is nextday air delivery, which arrives in one working day. We found
this information easily through the delivery pop-up window.

Total Score: 80/100
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All the information we required was easy
to find and simply laid out. We liked how
the pop-up window contained all the
delivery information we needed so there
was no need to go elsewhere.

Converse

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Converse have made finding this information as easy as

Converse are great at telling you what delivery options are

possible for their customers. Estimated arrival times per

available, but not so great at informing you of the cost. The

delivery option are displayed on the product page itself. So,

exception here is the banner, which details that free shipping

no extra steps are required.

is available and it is $5 for two-day shipping. However, to
find out the cost for all the delivery options we had to go to
the dedicated delivery section, which we accessed via the
website’s footer.

Is free delivery available?
It is immediately clear that if your order meets the threshold
of $50 you will qualify for free shipping as it is displayed in
the top banner, which we saw as soon as we arrived on the
website.

What is the returns policy?
Our first piece of returns policy information came through
the top slider, which is viewable on all pages and states that
they offer free 30 day returns. This also links through to their
dedicated returns section. All in all, we quickly found the

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?

information we were looking for.

The fastest delivery option available is next-day shipping. We
found this information easily on the product page along with
the estimated time till arrival.

Total Score: 78/100
Converse make life easy for their
customers by including all the delivery
options on the product page. The only
information missing is the price.

9

Quiksilver

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Here we ran into a few issues. There was no information

To find information on the cost of premium delivery options

regarding delivery times on the homepage and then on

and orders that do not meet the free delivery threshold we

the product page we needed to scroll down to the delivery

had to go to the dedicated delivery page. This page can

section and use a link to access their dedicated delivery

be accessed through the website’s footer or a link on the

information page. We think that Quiksilver could cut out

product information page. If delivery costs were included

a few steps and include delivery times higher up on the

on the product page Quiksilver could cut out some of these

product page.

steps.

Is free delivery available?
Quiksilver clearly communicate on every page that free
shipping is available for orders that exceed the achievable
threshold of $29.

What is the returns policy?
Returns information was not communicated until we reached
the product information page. We had to scroll down to find
a link through to the dedicated page. Just a simple line such
as ‘free returns’ higher up on the product page along with
the link would have provided enough information for many
customers to feel confident enough to make a purchase.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
The fastest delivery option is Quiksilver’s one day shipping.
To find this information we needed to find the dedicated
delivery information page through a link on the product page
or through the footer. This could be made more user-friendly
by including the various shipping options on the product
pages or the homepage.
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Total score: 48/100
It was easy to find information about
Quiksilver’s free delivery option. An area
that they could improve on would be
making information on returns and other
delivery options easier to find.

Tommy
Hilfiger

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

We found the delivery times for each delivery option easily.

We saw the free delivery option in the banner in a matter of

On the product information page, we simply clicked on the

seconds. All the other information that is needed to answer

‘shipping info details’ option and a pop-up with everything

this question was found easily in the delivery information

we required appeared.

pop-up window.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?

As soon as we landed on the Tommy Hilfiger website we saw

Once on the product information page we could find all the

via the top bar that free shipping is available on all orders

information we needed. There is also the option to open a

over $100.

returns information pop-up window for more details.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
The information we needed to answer this question was
available in the pop-up from the product information page.
Tommy Hilfiger’s fastest delivery option is their overnight
delivery and the item will arrive in one to two business days.

Total score: 82/100
We were impressed with Tommy Hilfger’s
delivery information pop-up window
because it contained all the information
we were looking for.
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Vans

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Vans offer complimentary three-day shipping, which is

With the exception of the free three-day delivery option we

clearly communicated through their banner and on the

found that the prices are hidden on a separate page. Vans

homepage. The usability issue we found is that Vans offer a

can improve the ease of finding delivery costs by including

lot of other delivery options, but pre-checkout the only way

them on product pages.

to find out about them and how long they will take to arrive
is through the dedicated delivery page.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?
Finding the returns information was pretty straight forward.

The free three-day shipping option is clearly communicated

Vans have a banner stating free returns, which links through

on all pages, so we found the answer instantly.

to a detailed information page.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Van’s speediest delivery option is their overnight option
which arrives in one to two working days. Although
again with the exception of their free delivery offering
they have hidden many of their delivery options. Best
practice would be to include multiple delivery options
on the product page.
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Total score: 60/100
We easily found information on Vans’
free delivery and free returns policy. An
area to improve on would be to focus on
communicating their excellent selection of
premium delivery options during the precheckout phase.

British
Brands
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All Saints

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

We found it immediately clear that next-day delivery was

Free delivery once the threshold is met is clear immediately.

available through the text in the banner in the top left-

Otherwise all delivery cost information must be accessed

hand corner. Next-day delivery is further emphasized on

through the delivery section via the footer. All Saints could

the product page with an “order in the next xxx for next-

improve this by including delivery options and costs on the

day delivery” countdown timer – very nice touch! Finding

product page.

information on the other delivery options was a different
story. The only information we could find was in the specific
delivery section, which can only be accessed through the
website’s footer.

What is the returns policy?
It was clear immediately that All Saints offer free UK returns

Is free delivery available?
All Saints make it clear through their banner that free nextday delivery is available for orders that meet the delivery
threshold of £150.

because it is stated in their banner. This information is
satisfactory for many customers to have the confidence to
make a purchase although more detailed returns information
is available on a dedicated page, which can be accessed via
a direct link on the product page or through the footer.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
The fastest delivery option provided by All Saints is next-day
delivery, which they really focus on. It was clear next-day
delivery was available as soon as we arrived on the website
and through the order countdown timer on the product
page. We found more delivery information in the dedicated
delivery section, which explained that there are two types of
next-day delivery available. Next-day delivery before
10.30 a.m and next-day delivery before 12.00 p.m.
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Total Score: 80/100
All Saints focus on next-day delivery which
they do fantastically well. We would just
like to see more information on the other
delivery options.

Clarks

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Delivery options are clearly displayed on the product page.

The delivery options and costs are listed on the product

However, with the exception of next-day delivery it doesn’t

pages. It is also worth noting that the prices adjusts

state when the item will arrive. To find this out we had to go

depending on if the item you are browsing exceeds the free

to the delivery information page.

delivery threshold or not. A great example.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?

As soon as we arrived on the website we knew that free

Clarks clearly advertise their free returns policy on all pages.

delivery was available on all orders over £50. This is also

They also have additional information on how to make a

stated on the product pages.

return at the bottom of each product page and link to their
detailed returns information page. We have given them
the full five stars because they included information on the
product page itself.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
It was very easy to find the answer to this question. The
fastest shipping option provided by Clarks is next-day
delivery and it is stated on all pages.

Total score: 94/100
Clarks are one of our highest scorers and
a great example of a brand that makes
finding delivery information easy. We
love how they include delivery options on
every page and give delivery just as much
importance as product information.
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Hackett

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

In terms of delivery information Hackett keep their

To find out how much it costs to have an item delivered from

customers guessing. The only way that we could find

Hackett we went again to the dedicated delivery information

out when our item would arrive is through the delivery

section. The costs are very competitive when we compare

information page, which is somewhat hidden and only able

them to other brands so it is surprising that they don’t

to be accessed through the footer on the website.

communicate them.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?

Hackett offers free standard delivery on all orders, which is a

We could not find any returns information proactively

great service! We think they should shout about this, maybe

provided on the home or product pages. To learn anything

not from the rooftops, but at least somewhere other than just

about Hackett’s returns policy we had to find the dedicated

their delivery information page.

page through the website’s footer.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Hackett offer a speedy express delivery service that delivers
the item in one to two working days. This information was
again only available on the delivery page, which we
accessed in the website footer.

Total score: 20/100
To learn anything about Hackett’s delivery
and returns policies pre-checkout we
needed to visit the dedicated shipping and
returns pages. We understand that some
brands want to focus on their products,
but there is plenty of room to include
delivery information throughout the
customer journey.
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Mint Velvet

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Mint Velvet clearly state their delivery options on each

It was easy to find out the cost of delivery on Mint Velvet’s

product page. We also liked their use of icons. In terms of

website. The prices of all delivery options are stated on the

finding out when our item will arrive we had to go to the

product information pages and their complimentary delivery

dedicated ‘Delivery & Returns’ web page, which thankfully

option is also communicated in the banner and on the

is linked underneath the icons. Here we were pleasantly

homepage.

surprised to see that Mint Velvet’s standard delivery is
actually next-day delivery (as long as the order is placed
before 6 p.m). Maybe Mint Velvet should rename their
standard delivery to next-day delivery, so their customers
have a better idea when their items will arrive.

What is the returns policy?
We found it easy to find out Mint Velvet’s returns policy. It
is stated in their banner which can be viewed on all pages

Is free delivery available?
As soon as we landed on the Mint Velvet website the banner

and also on product information pages. Both of these link
through to their detailed returns page where they explain
how to make a return through Royal Mail and CollectPlus.

stated that free delivery is available on all UK orders. The
banner links through to their delivery and returns information
page for further clarity.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Mint Velvet don’t offer an express shipping option per say,
but it doesn’t matter because their standard delivery service
is already pretty express. To find this out we had to go to
the ‘Delivery & Returns’ information page as even though
standard delivery is stated on the product information
page it is not clear that it is next-day shipping.

Total score: 80/100
We liked how delivery information was
included in all product pages. Mint Velvet
also shine when it comes to explaining
how to make a return. All in all, they are
delivering exactly what we would expect
from a premium brand.
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Superdry

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Superdry are a great example of best practice in terms of

Superdry are an example to brands everywhere on how to

delivery information. On the product pages they set out

deliver delivery information to their customers. We found the

each of their delivery options with the delivery time and cost

costs of every delivery option in a clear table format on the

making it very easy for their customers to find out when they

product page.

can expect their item to arrive.

Is free delivery available?
It was easy to find the answer to this question as Superdry
advertise that they provide free delivery on all orders in their
banner, on their homepage and on their product pages.

What is the returns policy?
We knew that returning an item to Superdry would be easy
as soon as we landed on the website and saw the free
returns banner. We found further information regarding their
returns policy on the product page. Including this information
on the product page itself means they are deserving of the
full five stars.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Superdry offer next-day delivery and pre-12 p.m next-day
delivery. Both are clearly communicated on the product
pages.

Total score: 96/100
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Superdry provide information on delivery
throughout their customers’ pre-checkout
journey. All the information we were
looking for was clearly laid out and easy
to follow. This brand is a true example of
best practice.

French
Brands
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A.P.C.

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

A.P.C. don’t include any delivery information on their

The prices for delivery are easy to find on the product pages.

homepage preferring to focus on their products instead.
However, we found delivery information easy to find once
we landed on a product page. A.P.C. don’t have an extensive
range of delivery options, but it is easy to see how long each
option will take to arrive.

What is the returns policy?
This was a little bit trickier. The only information on the
returns policy we found was on the dedicated information

Is free delivery available?

page, which we accessed via the footer on the A.P.C. website.

It took us a little while to find the answer to this question,
because the answer is in very small text on the product page
and on the delivery information page.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
A.P.C. display their delivery options on their product pages
so once we had located that, it was easy to find that their
fastest delivery option arrives in one to two days.

Total score: 60/100
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It was clear that A.P.C. prefer to focus on
their products rather than on delivery.
Having said that their delivery options
were well displayed and easy to find once
we reached the product page.

Lacoste

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

The whereabouts of this information wasn’t immediately

The price of both standard and express delivery was easy to

obvious, but once we landed on the product page and

find in the information pop-up window at the bottom of the

scrolled to the bottom – but not quite as far as the footer

product page.

– we found it. By clicking on the delivery option here an
information pop-up window appears detailing Lacoste’s two
delivery options.

What is the returns policy?
We found the information on Lacoste’s returns procedure

Is free delivery available?

in a pop-up window accessed at the bottom of the product

We found this out early on. Lacoste’s free standard shipping

homepage.

page. It also states that returns are free at the top of the

is communicated prominently on the homepage and product
pages.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
We found standard delivery to be advertised more than
express delivery, but we still found the information we
needed in the delivery pop-up window.
Lacoste also provide a premium Click & Collect option where
customers can order online and pick the item up in store one
hour later. This is the kind of express service we expect from
a premium brand.

Total score: 72/100
Lacoste’s delivery information was easy to
find, and they advertise their free delivery
offering on all pages.
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Le Coq
Sportif

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

From the product page Le Coq Sportif provide guaranteed

We found the free shipping option to be clearly

five-day delivery. For information on their other offerings we

communicated. But to find out the price of express shipping

had to go to the dedicated delivery information page where

and the cost for standard shipping when the order is below

we found that there is also an express delivery option which

the threshold for free shipping we needed to go to the

delivers in 48 hours.

delivery information page.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?

Free shipping is clearly advertised on the homepage and

Le Coq Sportif hint at their easy return policy on the product

product pages.

page, where it states ‘30 day return policy’ and ‘satisfied or
your money back’. This is great practice, but we would have
liked these to have linked through to their detailed returns
information page, where the full details can be found.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
For express shipping there is only one option available
which is delivery within 48 hours. This information we
found on the delivery page. Not on the product page.

Total score: 54/100
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In terms of delivery Le Coq Sportif
concentrate on their free delivery offering.
We had to look around for information on
their other delivery options, so we would
like to see more focus on these options.

The Kooples

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Once we arrived on the product page we saw that all orders

The Kooples clearly state that shipping is free in multiple

are eligible for free express delivery, which arrives within 72

areas. As there is only one delivery option there is no need

hours. No hunting for delivery information required!

for any further information.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?

The free delivery option was clearly stated on the home

We found the returns policy stated on the product page.

page, but it wasn’t until we arrived on the product page that

We particularly liked how The Kooples state that a prepaid

we discovered the free delivery option is an express delivery

return label is included in all orders and so alleviating some

option and there is no order threshold to reach.

of the uncertainty around returns. To find their detailed
returns information page we had to wade through their
‘terms and conditions’ page which we accessed through the
footer. A link from the product page would have made this

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?

information easier to find.

The only shipping option available is their express shipping
option which is delivered within 72 hours. Although this
information itself was easy to find, this isn’t quite what we
would call express.

Total score: 84/100
The Kooples may have a limited
number of delivery options, but delivery
information is plentiful. We also liked how
they explained the returns procedure on
the product pages.
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Veja

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

We didn’t find much delivery information until we landed on

The costs for each delivery option were easy to find on the

a product page. Although Veja state the type of delivery and

product page.

the price, they don’t include information on how long delivery
takes. To find this out we had to visit the shipping FAQ page
through the footer.

What is the returns policy?
On the product page there is a section titled ‘Delivery and

Is free delivery available?

Returns’, but there was no actual information on the returns

It is stated on the homepage that free shipping is available.

page where we found very detailed information, particularly

However, we needed to scroll down to the bottom of the

regarding international returns.

policy there. For that we had to go to the returns information

page to find this information. It is also stated that shipping
is free in the ‘Delivery & Returns’ section on the website.
The best practice we have seen is when brands put this
information at the top of the homepage, so it can be found
immediately.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Detailed delivery information was easy to find on the product
page. Veja have an express delivery option which delivers the
item within 24 hours.
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Total score: 56/100
Veja adopt some good practices such as
including delivery information and prices
on the product information pages. They
advertise their free shipping option at the
bottom of the homepage, by moving it to
the top it would be easier to spot.

German
Brands
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Adidas

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Adidas make it easy to find information on their standard

Adidas are great at relaying the information regarding their

shipping option and when it will arrive. However, we couldn’t

free shipping policy. To find out about the cost of orders that

find delivery times for the other delivery options so easily

don’t qualify for free shipping or for alternative shipping

and we had to go to the delivery FAQ section to find the

methods we had to hunt around. We found out the delivery

answer.

costs on the delivery information page. Needless to say, we
would have liked to find the costs earlier.

Is free delivery available?
Although we couldn’t find any delivery information on the

What is the returns policy?

homepage. As soon as we started browsing, the delivery

Adidas have a great returns policy. They have stretched their

information was plentiful and we could clearly see that free

returns window to 100 days as opposed to the standard 30

shipping is available for orders over €50.

days. We saw this clearly stated in the banner at the top of
product pages. We also found more returns information on
the returns page including detailed instructions on how to
make a return.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
We couldn’t find any information about express or premium
delivery options pre-checkout. To find out about delivery
options other than standard delivery we had to go to the
dedicated information page.

Total score: 52/100
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If all we were looking for was information
on free delivery Adidas would have scored
top points. However, we struggled to find
information on the more premium delivery
options.

Esprit

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Esprit have great delivery information on the product page

We found out the delivery costs by scrolling to the bottom

which details how fast the item will arrive, costs and the

of the page. Best practice would be to make this information

delivery carrier. The issue we found is that this information is

more easily accessible.

hidden at the bottom of the page. Best practice is to make
delivery information easy to find so your customers don’t
have to go looking for it.

What is the returns policy?
Esprit offer their customers free returns and state that

Is free delivery available?

they include return labels in each package. This returns

There is no free shipping option available, although the

of the page.

information was once again found in a banner at the bottom

cheapest shipping option is just €0.99. This information was
again found at the bottom of the website pages.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Esprit have a good range of delivery options and if you need
an item quickly they offer next-day delivery. We had to scroll
to the bottom of the page and hover our mouse over the
delivery option to find out about their speedy shipping.

Total score: 48/100
Esprit have some great delivery options
and great information. However, we would
like to see this information in a location
that is easier to find.
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Hugo Boss

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Once we were on the product page and selected the size that

Hugo Boss clearly advertise their free standard shipping,

we required, green text appeared stating that free standard

but for the other delivery options the cost is not so easy to

shipping is available, and our item will arrive in two to three

find. We had to scroll to the bottom of the page or visit the

working days. Fantastic! However, this is only for standard

dedicated delivery section to find this out.

shipping and to find out how long express shipping takes to
deliver we found delivery times at the bottom of the page.
This information is also available in the dedicated delivery
section.

What is the returns policy?
It was easy to find the returns policy once we were on the

Is free delivery available?
Free standard shipping is indeed available, and it was clearly
advertised in the banner at the top of the page.

product page because it states free returns in the banner at
the top of the page. This also clicks through to Hugo Boss’s
dedicated returns information, where they have detailed
instructions with icons to explain the returns process.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Once we scrolled to the bottom of the page it clearly
stated that express shipping from DHL is available, but it
did not state when the item would arrive. We then went to
the dedicated delivery information page which had more
information on this express option including the delivery
date.

Total score: 72/100
We had a few issues finding information
on the Hugo Boss website, but their overall
score shows that delivery is becoming
more of a priority for this brand.
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Puma

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

To answer this question, we first went to the product page,

Except for the free shipping option, we could not find

which had no information on delivery times. We then took

information regarding costs on the homepage or product

the extra step of seeking out the delivery page to find the

pages. We needed to find the delivery information page

answer.

through the footer to answer this question.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?

Once we landed on the Puma website we could see from the

Puma advertise that all their returns are free of charge

slider at the top of the page that free delivery was available

through the slider at the top of the page. It would be great

for all orders over €75.

if this linked through to their dedicated returns page, as we
needed to find the returns policy page through the footer for
more detailed information.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
To answer this question, we had to seek out the dedicated
delivery page. Puma concentrate on advertising their free
standard delivery, which is great, but we struggled to find
pre-checkout information regarding their speedier shipping
options.

Total score: 48/100
Puma shine when it comes to informing
their customers about their free delivery
option. An area to improve on would be
to put this same care into information on
their other delivery options.
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Wemoto

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

To find the delivery times we started on the product

The cost of delivery is not actively communicated and to find

information page and followed a link through to shipping

this answer we needed to open the delivery pop-up window

costs. This opens a pop-up with delivery information

or go to the dedicated section.

including the time it takes to deliver.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?
We found the returns policy by locating the returns section

Wemoto have several free shipping options available,

through the website footer. Information on returns was not

including free delivery in Germany on all orders over €20.

proactively communicated on other pages.

This is not actively communicated to customers and to find
out if free delivery is an option we needed to select shipping
costs on the product page or find the ‘payment and shipping’
option in the footer.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Wemoto only offer one delivery option. To find out how long
it takes to arrive we had to select shipping costs from the
product page to open the delivery pop-up window or locate
the ‘payment and shipping’ option in the footer.

Total score: 40/100
Wemoto could improve their score by
proactively providing delivery and returns
information, particularly their free shipping
option.
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Online
Platforms
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About You

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

About You advertise fast delivery on the home page and

About You clearly communicate that they offer free delivery.

product page, but do not specify what ‘fast’ actually is. It

What is not clear is that there is only one delivery option.

turns out that there is only one delivery option, which takes

It only became clear that there was one delivery option

two to four days. To find this information out we had to go

– and therefore only one delivery cost – when we visited

the delivery section on the FAQ page. We would have liked

the delivery information section. We would like to see this

to see this information proactively communicated on the

information clearly communicated early on.

product pages.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?
Free returns are stated on the product and home pages. This

Yes, and it is apparent immediately on the homepage and

links through to the FAQ section, but we were then required

product pages.

to find the section with returns questions for the full returns
policy picture.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
Surprisingly, About You have just one delivery option
available. We learned this by visiting the delivery
section on the FAQ page. Best practice would be for
delivery options to be actively communicated on the
product page.
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Total Score: 48/100
We were impressed with how About You
advertise their free delivery offering, but
we expected more delivery options from
an online platform and needed to visit the
dedicated delivery page to clarify that this
was not the case.

ASOS

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Now this is what we are talking about! ASOS make delivery

The delivery costs per option are easily set out in the delivery

times as clear as possible for their customers. Rather than

pop-up window on each page.

stating the number of days or hours each delivery option
takes, ASOS state the day, date and time for each delivery
option.
We found this information by selecting ‘Free Delivery &
Returns’ on the product page, which opens up the shipping

What is the returns policy?

options pop-up window. This is the best example of

Through the product page we were directed to the returns

communicating delivery information that we found.

information page. There are many ways to return an ASOS
order, for example in the UK customers can return their
order to certain supermarkets, pick-up points and by post.
ASOS provide an easy-to-read, step-by-step guide to each

Is free delivery available?

returning option.

Free Click & Collect next-day delivery was advertised on the
homepage and then for more information we selected the
‘Free Delivery & Returns’ option on the product page to find
out that delivery is free on all orders over £25.00. This is a
great service so best practice would be to advertise it earlier.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
ASOS offer a whole host of delivery options as we saw
when we opened the shipping options pop-up window.
‘ASOS instant’, the same-day delivery option arrives
between 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. the same day.

Total score: 92/100
No surprises here. ASOS delight their
customers with an extensive menu of
delivery options, which they communicate
perfectly by including the actual day, date
and time the order will arrive. We were
also impressed with just how detailed their
returns information was.
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End Clothing

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

We were kept guessing with regards to delivery until we

All delivery information including prices were clearly

landed on the product page and then the clouds lifted and

communicated on the product information pages.

everything became clear. End Clothing offer two different
types of delivery and have an order countdown explaining
when the order needs to be placed. A great way to draw
attention to delivery and create a sense of urgency.

What is the returns policy?
We found a brief amount of information on returns on

Is free delivery available?

the product pages. There was also a link through to more
detailed information.

Once we arrived on the End Clothing website we immediately
saw that they offer free delivery on all orders over the
threshold. This was further emphasised on the product
page as when we were browsing products priced above the
threshold free shipping was highlighted.

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?
End Clothing offer a next-day delivery service and a
standard delivery service. We knew when the items were due
to arrive and when we needed to place our orders from the
detailed delivery information on the product pages.

Total score: 90/100
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End Clothing embrace delivery
information by proactively including it on
their product pages. We also loved their
use of a delivery countdown timer.

Net-A-Porter

When will my item arrive?
As soon as we landed on the website we knew that we were

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?

in for some delivery delights. Next-day and nominated day

In terms of delivery options, they are as premium as the

delivery take pride of place at the top of the homepage,

designer products on sale. For postcodes in London, New

although not so much on the product pages themselves.

York and Hong Kong their same-day delivery option is the

After scrolling down on the product page there is a link to the

quickest way to get your hands on their premium products.

dedicated delivery page, where we had to enter a postcode

We were impressed with how Net-A-Porter clarify in their

to see what delivery options were available in our area. This

header that same-day delivery is only available in London.

additional step seems a bit unnecessary to us. But we could

Seeing as their premium shipping choices are only available

not help but be impressed by the menu of delivery options

in certain postcodes, to find detailed information on shipping

available.

options pre-checkout we needed to enter a postcode first.
This added an extra step to our information finding journey.

Is free delivery available?
Once we landed on the Net-A-Porter home page we could
clearly see in the header that free shipping is available on all
orders over £200. This threshold may seem high, but when
you take a look at the price of the luxury items on this site it

What is the returns policy?
We saw a brief returns policy notice on the product page,
which linked through to their more detailed returns policy
information.

is easily achievable.

How much does delivery cost?
To find this information out we had to go to the
dedicated delivery page. With the exception of
their free delivering offering there is no pricing
information actively displayed on the
homepage or product pages.

Total score: 68/100
Providing an excellent delivery experience is
clearly important to Net-A-Porter. As soon
as we landed on the website we saw that
next-day and nominated-day shipping were
available. We were particularly impressed
with how they include additional information
on same-day shipping in their header.
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Zalando

When will my item arrive?

How much does delivery cost?

Once on the product page Zalando actively display the

Zalando offer just two delivery options. The price of delivery

delivery options and the time it takes for each to deliver.

is also clearly stated on the product page.

Is free delivery available?

What is the returns policy?

It is indeed, and we knew that as soon as we landed on the

From the information on the product page we found out that

site and saw the ‘Free Delivery and Returns’ banner.

Zalando has a 100 day returns policy. If we were looking for
more information on the returns policy at Zalando we would
need to go to the returns information page through the
footer. Here they provide more detailed information on how

I need the item as soon as possible.
How fast can it arrive?

to make a return through different channels.

Once on the product page it stated that express nextday delivery is available if ordered by 2 p.m. Zalando
make things easy for their customers by providing all
the information required on the product page so they
don’t need to look elsewhere.

Total score: 88/100
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Zalando like to make life easy for their
customers by clearly explaining the
delivery options on the product pages.
Another example of delivery information
done right!

Score
Pre-checkout delivery information
(maximum score 100)
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Average score per question

The websites in this study were great at
communicating their free shipping option. And
no wonder! 79% of e-commerce customers
state that free shipping makes them more likely
to shop online (WalkerSands). E-commerce
websites are clearly aware of this and most
make communicating their free delivery option a
priority.
The main area for improvement is

communicating delivery times, with both these
questions gaining the lowest overall scores. The
best practice that we saw in this study was from
ASOS. Rather than simply stating that next-day
delivery takes one working day, they state the
actual day of the week, date and in some cases
the time, so their customers don’t need to work it
out themselves.

Average rating per country

The United Kingdom is the most mature market
when it comes to delivery information. Four
out of the five British brands we studied scored
consistently high across all five questions. Our
study shows that Germany is the least advanced
when it comes to relaying delivery information
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to their customers. We would like to see brands
putting the same emphasis on delivery as they
do on their product information to excel in
delivering pre-checkout delivery information.

Conclusion
Looking at the results, the pre-purchase delivery experience scores vary
greatly. The first major observation is that the online platforms did not
excel to the extent we were expecting. While none of the online platforms
scored particularly poorly, you may be surprised to know the top scorer
was in fact a brand.
The differing scores confirm that in many cases delivery still doesn’t have
the same importance as product information. But this is changing. In this
study we saw brands surpass online platforms by putting delivery in the
forefront of their messaging.
The results show the UK to have the most advanced market in terms of
delivery information, and the German brands were the least advanced
in terms of delivery information. The two top scoring brands, Clarks and
Superdry are both British and we were blown away by their delivery
information. Both included a complete breakdown of their delivery
options and prices on their product pages. Two great examples of best
practice! The lowest scoring brand, Hackett are also British. We couldn’t
find any pre-checkout delivery information on Hackett’s website except
on their dedicated shipping page, giving them plenty to improve on if they
want to catch up.
In terms of the best practices, your customers may know that you have a
dedicated shipping information page. But the e-commerce websites that
are leading the way make it so that their customers don’t need to seek
out this page. By including delivery information early in the pre-checkout
phase - such as on the product page or homepage - you are dispelling
the myths of delivery and making it easier for your customers to buy
from you. If that isn’t the mark of a successful e-commerce website, then
we don’t know what is.
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